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EDITORIAL 
Computer science and engineering are combined in this 
interdisciplinary field. 1st Robotics is the study of the design, 
construction, operation, and application of robots. Robotics aims 
to create machines that can assist and help humans. Mechanical 
engineering, electrical engineering, information engineering, 
mechatronics, electronics, bioengineering, computer engineering, 
and communications engineering are all included in robotics. 
 
Robotics is the study of creating machines that can take the place of 
humans and mimic their actions. Robots can be used in a variety of 
situations and for a variety of purposes, but many are now used in 
hazardous environments (such as inspection of radioactive 
materials, bomb detection and deactivation), manufacturing 
processes, or in situations where humans cannot survive (e.g. space, 
underwater, in extreme heat, and clean-up and contingency 
operations).  
 
Robots can take on any shape, but some are designed to look like 
humans. This is said to aid in a robot's acceptance in certain 
replicative behaviors that are normally performed by humans. 
Walking, lifting, speaking, cognition, and any other human activity 
are all attempted by these robots. Many of today's robots are 
inspired by nature, making bio-inspired robotics a growing field.  
 
Some robots require user input to operate, while others are self-
contained. The idea of creating self-contained robots dates back to 
classical times, but research into their functionality and potential 
applications did not take off until the twentieth century. 
 
Throughout history, various scholars, inventors, engineers, and 
technicians have frequently assumed that robots will one day be 
able to mimic human behavior and manage tasks in a human-like 
manner. 
As technological developments continue, robotics is a rapidly 
growing field; studying, designing, and constructing new robots 
serve a variety of practical purposes, whether domestically, 
commercially, or militarily. 
 

 

Defusing explosives, locating survivors in dangerous ruins, and 
discovering mines and shipwrecks are only a few of the tasks that 
robots are programmed to do. Robotics is also used as a teaching 
tool in STEM (science, technology, engineering, and 
mathematics). Cartesian, SCARA, cylindrical, delta, polar, and 
vertically articulated are the six primary types of industrial robots. 
There are, however, many other types of robot setups. Each of 
these styles has a special joint arrangement. Axes are the joints 
that make up the spine. The world in which robots work can be 
used to identify them. Fixed and mobile robots are the most 
common distinctions. These two types of robots operate in very 
different environments, which necessitates very different 
capabilities. The size and dimensions of the robot arm required 
are often dictated by the environment in which it operates. A 
tabletop sized robot, such as Motorman’s HP3 robot arm, may be 
more suitable than a larger standard sized robot if the robot arm 
needs to operate in a small, confined space.  

Articulated: This robot architecture integrates rotary joints and 
can vary in complexity from two to ten joints. A twisting joint 
links the arm and the base. Rotating joints bind the ties in the 
arm. An axis is a joint that adds another degree of independence, 
or range of motion, to the body. Four or six axes are popular in 
industrial robots.  

Cartesian robots are often referred to as rectilinear robots or 
gantry robots. The Cartesian coordinate system is used by 
Cartesian robots, which have three linear joints (X, Y, and Z). 
They may also have a wrist attached to allow rotational 
movement. Along the axis, the three prismatic joints produce a 
linear motion.  

Cylindrical: The robot has at least one rotary joint at the middle, 
as well as at least one prismatic joint connecting the connections. 
The rotary joint rotates around the joint axis, while the prismatic 
joint travels in a straight line. Cylindrical robots operate in a work 
envelope that is cylindrical in shape. 
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